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Executive Summary

Lackluster debate on budget amid low attendance of MPAs and exchange of hot words between the treasury and the 
opposition benches that led to a physical brawl in the House marked the Punjab Assembly's 38th session. 

The session that concluded on June 23 saw less than one-fourth - 24% of the current membership of 369 - taking part in 
the budget debate for 42% of the session time. The Punjab Assembly is the largest legislature in Pakistan representing 
the most populous province. 

Thirty-two percent of the 106 legislators representing the main opposition Pakistan People's Party Parliamentarians 
(PPPP) expressed their views during the general debate on budget that spanned over five sittings.   

Similarly, 17 percent (29 out of 172) MPAs of the ruling Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) took part in the debate. 
Twenty-six percent (21 out of 81) members of the Pakistan Muslim League (PML) and one out of three belonging to the 
Pakistan Muslim League-
Functional (PMLF) took part in 
the debate on budgetary 
proposals. Two Independents 
also marked their presence by 
expressing views on the 
budget.

The women legislators were 
more active than their male 
counterparts, as nearly two-
fifths (29) of the total 75 female 
members took part in the 
budget debate, in contrast to 
only a fifth of the 296 male 
members. In other words, 80% 
of the male members did not 
take part in discussions. Two 
out of eight minority members 
( o n  r e s e r v e d  s e a t s )  
participated in the debate. 

The House needed only nine 
sittings to pass the provincial 
budget. It was presented 
during the fifth sitting when the 
minister for finance and 
revenue for spoke about an 
hour and 20 minutes. The 
overall duration of the budget 
session was nearly two days 
(47 hours and 25 minutes), 
with each sitting, on average, 
starting 78 minutes late and 
lasting three hours and 10 
minutes. 

Only active participation and 
attendance of members in 
sessions can make the 
business of  the House 
meaningful. Since the Punjab 
Assembly Secretariat does not 
make public the attendance 
records of members, FAFEN 
conducts a headcount of 

Parliament Watch Project
An essential component of democracy is publicly accessible information about the political 
decision-making processes, such as parliamentary deliberations among elected 
representatives. Citizens must have information about whether, and how their representatives 
are performing in the Assembly in order to hold those elected leaders accountable. 

The Parliament Watch (PW), an initiative of the Free and Fair Election Network (FAFEN), aims 
to collect and publish information about the job performance of Members of the National 
Assembly (MNAs), Provincial Assemblies (MPAs) and Senate by observation of these directly 
elected representatives' actions. FAFEN intends to foster informed engagement between 
constituents and elected representatives in Pakistan by providing objective and statistically-
sound information on parliamentary processes and decisions. 

The methodology of the PW is to deploy trained observers to the National Assembly in order to 
monitor their performance using a detailed, standardized checklist and reporting forms 
covering all types of parliamentary business. The information gathered is measured against the 
neutral and objective framework of the rules of parliamentary procedure.

FAFEN's PW focuses on directly-observed parliamentary procedure in addition to 
parliamentary output. In other words, FAFEN's criteria for assessing parliamentary 
effectiveness are primarily process-oriented and secondarily results-oriented. 

The PW employs direct observation as one of the tools to evaluate parliamentary proceedings 
with the following indicators:

Transparency: Government's accountability requires transparency in decision-making and 
policy implementation. Transparency refers to the amount and quality of information available 
to the public as well as timely and clear information communicated within legislative bodies 
themselves. Inclusive and strong decisions can only be made when all Legislators are well-
informed about parliamentary proceedings.

Participation: Only the active and responsible participation of all the Members can make the 
business of Parliament meaningful. The participation can be judged through various indicators 
like attendance of parliamentary leaders and other Members and their active involvement in 
parliamentary discussion and activities.

Responsiveness: Parliament's responsiveness means Members' collective actions on the 
issues of public interests which are raised and discussed on the floor of the House through 
Legislation, Resolutions or any other Agenda item. Responsiveness of Government to the 
public is measured in terms of parliamentary oversight and effective implementation of policy 
decisions. Parliament's executive oversight function is mainly carried out through questions 
and parliamentary committees.

Parliamentary Output: Parliamentary output primarily comes in the form of Legislation and 
Resolutions. The quantity of such output is indicative of Parliament's efficiency. The quality of 
output is equally important. Considering Legislation on matters of national significance through 
careful debate and discussion is arguably a Parliament's chief and most important function. 

Order and Institutionalization: Order and institutionalization of Members are important for an 
efficient and productive Parliament. Order may be measured, for example, by the conduct of 
Members and the Chair's effective management of parliamentary business. Institutionalization 
refers to Members' understanding and compliance with rules of procedure for parliamentary 
business
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legislators at the beginning 

This section deals with the total session time, attendance and participation of legislators and maintenance of quorum [at 
least 1/4th {93} of the total membership]. The participation of legislators is recorded when they take part in the 
proceedings, or submit an agenda item. It also reviews the presence of the Chief Minister, Speaker, Deputy Speaker, the 
Leader of the Opposition and parliamentary leaders in the House. 

The 38th session, during which the budget session was passed, comprised 15 sittings. On an average, each sitting was 
three hours and 10 minutes long and was delayed by more than an hour (78 minutes). 

The seventh sitting was the longest, lasting seven hours and 15 minutes while the fourth turned out to be the shortest, 
ending in an hour and a half.

and end of each sitting. On an average only 30 members were present at the start and 63 at 
the end of each sitting, less than the one-fourth of the total 371 members (quorum) required for the proceedings to take 
place. 

However, a maximum of 97 members were present at one point of each sitting on an average. The finance bill was 
passed in the presence of 159 MPAs during the 13th sitting. On the other hand 13 bills were passed amid lack of quorum, 
which was only pointed out on seven occasions by members of PML, PPPP and Independent(s). On five such occasions, 
the Chair suspended the sittings and called for the bells to be rung. In one instance the sitting was adjourned. These 
stoppages took up 130 minutes - 5% of the total session time.

The parliamentary leader of the PML attended 10 sittings while those of MMAP and PMLF attended five each. The PMLZ 
party head did not attend the entire session. 

Towards the end of the session, there was exchange of hot words and scuffles on two occasions which disrupted the 
proceedings and decorum of the House.  Use of unparliamentary language against female legislators, a shoe-throwing 
incident and the members coming to blows were the highlights of these protests. 

Thirty-one out of 122 questions appearing on the agenda were taken up and responded to by the relevant ministers. Six 
out of 23 adjournment motions were also disposed of during the session.

1.0 Session Time and Members' Participation

1.1 Session Duration

Date Sitting No Late Starts Hours Minutes 

Tuesday, June 05  1st 140 2 40 

Wednesday, June 06 2nd 85 2 0 

Thursday, June 07 3rd 95 2 20 

Friday, June 08 4th 75 1 30 

Saturday, June 09 5th 45 1 40 

Tuesday, June 12  6th 100 6 45 

Wednesday, June 13 7th 40 7 15 

Thursday, June 14 8th 75 3 30 

Friday, June 15 9th 75 2 47 

Monday, June 18 10th 45 3 30 

Tuesday, June 19  11th 75 3 43 

Wednesday, June 20 12th 60 2 40 

Thursday, June 21 13th 120 2 20 

Friday, June 22 14th 90 2 20 

Saturday, June 23 15th 45 2 25 

Total Time  Average 78 Minutes 47 Hours and 25 Minutes 
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1.2 Members' Attendance

Since the Punjab Assembly does not share its attendance records with the public, FAFEN observers conduct a 
headcount at the beginning and end of each sitting. On an average, 30 members were present at the beginning and 63 at 
the end of each sitting - less than the 93 required for quorum to be maintained and assembly business to take place. 
However, a maximum of 97 members on an average were present at one point during each sitting. Of the total eight 
minority members in the Punjab Assembly, on an average five were present in each sitting.

The lack of quorum was pointed out on seven occasions by members of the PML, PPPP and Independent(s). On five of 
these occasions, the Chair suspended the sittings and called for the bells to be rung. In one instance, the sitting was 
adjourned. These stoppages took up 130 minutes - 5% of the total session time.

Sitting No.  Members present at the outset  Members present at the end  Minority Members  

1st 52 27 5 

2nd 14 47 2 

3rd 22 59 4 

4th 13 89 4 

5th 234 186 7 

6th 18 11 5 

7th 4 6 5 

8th 14 19 5 

9th 12 17 5 

10th 4 100 5 

11th 10 51 7 

12th 3 70 5 

13th 34 58 5 

14th 5 70 3 

15th 7 137 5 

Average 30 63 5 

1.3 Key Members' attendance

Attendance of key members was low during the session. The Chief Minister was absent in 11 sittings, and the Leader of 
the Opposition and the Deputy Speaker in eight each. However, the Speaker was present in 13 sittings and presided over 
58% of the session time.

13

 

7

 

4
 

7
 

Speaker Deputy Speaker Chief Minister Leader of the

Opposition

1.4 Parliamentary Party Leaders' attendance

The MMAP and PMLF parliamentary leaders were present for a third of the total 15 sittings while the parliamentary leader 
of PMLZ did not attend any sittings.
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1.5 Members' participation

The members' participation in the assembly can be gauged from the number of legislators who table items for the 
agenda, those who take part in debates, and those who do both. Since the 38th session of the Punjab Assembly was the 
budget session, the presentation and discussion of the finance bill was the major business on the floor of the House, and 
hence no members brought any agenda items. The independent members and those belonging to the PMLF and PPPP 
were the most vocal during debate on the finance bill, since almost a third of the total members representing each party in 
the House took part in the discussions. A little over a quarter of the total PML members similarly engaged in discussions 
on the finance bill, however less than a fifth of the ruling party members did so. The members of the MMAP and PMLZ did 
not participate in debates on the budget at all.

Party 
Membership in the 

House 
Members who participated in 

budget debate 
Members who 

participated %age 
Members who did not 

participate (%) 

PMLN 172 29 17% 83% 

Ind 6 2 33% 67% 

PMLF 3 1 33% 67% 

MMAP 2 0 0% 100% 

PMLZ 1 0 0% 100% 

PPPP 106 34 32% 68% 

PML 81 21 26% 74% 

Total  371 87 23% 77% 

Gender 
Membership in the 

House 
Members who participated in 

budget debate 
Members who 

participated %age 
Members who did not 

participate (%) 

Female 75 29 39% 61% 

Male 296 58 20% 80% 

Total  371 87 23% 77% 

Women legislators were more active than their male counterparts, as nearly two fifths (29) of the total 75 female 
members took part in the debate, in contrast to only a fifth of the 296 male members. In other words, 80% of the male 
members did not take part in discussions on the budget.

2.0  Government Oversight

2.1 Question Hour

The assembly's oversight of the executive is one of its core functions for making the government accountable for its 
actions and ensuring it implements the policies and decisions made on the floor of the House.

A total of 122 starred questions (requiring oral answers) were on the agenda, of which 31 were answered. The members 
sought further elucidation of the ministers' responses by asking 65 supplementary questions.

Sitting No. Starred  questions on the agenda Starred questions taken up Supplementary questions 

1st 32 14 23 

2nd 27 10 26 

3rd 35 5 10 

4th 28 2 6 

5th 0 0 0 

6th 0 0 0 

7th 0 0 0 

8th 0 0 0 

9th 0 0 0 

10th 0 0 0 

11th 0 0 0 
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Sitting No. Starred  questions on the agenda Starred questions taken up Supplementary questions 

12th 0 0 0 

13th 0 0 0 

14th 0 0 0 

15th 0 0 0 

Total  122 31 65 

2.2 Calling Attention Notices (CANs)

3.0 Representation and Responsiveness

3.1 Adjournment Motions

The members drew ministers' attention to matters of urgent public interest through one Calling Attention Notice (CAN), 
pertaining to dacoity of golf equipment worth Rs50 million in Allama Iqbal Town, Lahore. 

The assembly's responsiveness means members' collective actions on issues of public importance which are raised 
and discussed in the House.

Twenty three adjournment motions were moved during the budget session, five of which were related to health, four to 
education, and the remaining to law and order, property, traffic and transport, agriculture and environment.  

The members raised issues such as sale of fertilizers in the black market, corruption in funds released for agriculture 
and irrigation purposes, postings and regularization of staff in state run institutions, adherence to policies and the 
regulations in similar institutions, environmental degradation, unhygienic food, contaminated drinking water, lack of 
required medicines, dacoities, illegal allotment of property, and unavailability of public transport. 

Adjournment Motions Gender Status Theme 

Sale of local and foreign fertilizer in black in Sadiqabad by some 
known traders/dealers  

Single male 
PML member  

Pending Agriculture 

Corruption of millions of rupees in the funds released by the World 
Bank for PEDA Project of Irrigation Department through which FO 
and Farmers Associations were to be organized to privatize irrigation 
system to irrigate fields till tailend 

Single female 
PML member  

Disposed of Agriculture 

A seat of professor lying vacant for years in the Department of Mass 
Communication, Punjab University and lack of interest of the 
selection board to convene meeting for the selection of a professor as 
per advertisement 

Single male 
PMLN  member 

Pending Education 

Board of Intermediate & Secondary Education, Lahore charging 
additional Rs100/ as processing fee besides Rs700/ Registration Fee 
to hold examination 

Single male 
PML member 

Pending Education 

Illegal and without merit appointment of a lady principal Divisional Public 
School, who is overage and non-Muslim and the school being run 
under the direct control of DCO in PP-233 Vehari  

 

Single male 
PPPP member  

Pending Education 

Private schools in Lahore were not following the directions of the 
Punjab Government to commence  summer vacations from  June 1 

 

Single female 
PML member 

Disposed of Education 

Non-regularization of 49,000 employees of National Programme for 
Family Planning and Basic Health, working for the last 17 years 
on contract basis which is extended each year. However, extension 
letter of 2011 informs them that their contract is not extendable after 
June 30, 2012. Such a situation will lead the employees to financial 
crises as well as discontinuance of provision of health facilities to the 
public in general in Punjab  

Single male 
PPPP member 

Pending Employees 

Environmental degradation in the historic valley of Kahun and Katas 
near Chawwa Saiden Shah, Chakwal on account of installation of 
cement factories in the area resulting in the barrenness of agricultural 
land 

Single male 
PML member 

Pending Environment 
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Adjournment Motions Gender Status Theme 

Delay in the commencement of renovation and maintenance work in 
the Mental Hospital despite the release of funds amounting to Rs5.2 
million for the purpose and approval of PC-I 

Single female 
PMLN member 

Pending Health 

Sale of unhygienic food at hotels, restaurants, bakeries and sweet 
shops at Sheikhupura city and its surroundings in connivance with 
the Health Department, Food Department and labour authorities 

Single female 
PML member 

Pending Health 

Expiry of Dextron Forte Injections worth Rs25 lacs, which were 
imported from India last year for the treatment of patients suffering 
from dengue fever thus bringing heavy loss to the national exchequer. 
All public and private hospitals are working without the availability 
of this medicine  

Single female 
PMLN member 

Disposed of Health 

Provision of contaminated drinking water to the patients and their 
relatives in all the public hospitals thus resulting in increase of 
diseases rather eliminating them 

Single PML 
female member 

Disposed of Health 

Increase in the number of “Gastro” patients in the Public hospitals 
and due to shortage of doctors, patients have to move to private 
hospitals and clinics 

Single male 
PMLN member 

Disposed of Health 

Loss of 130 expensive and prestigious historical cannons from 
Mal Khanna, District Jhang 

Single 
male PML 
member 

Pending 
Historical 
artefacts 

Sale of fake stamp papers worth billions of rupees, thus bringing 
irreparable loss to the national exchequer, which could have been 
curtailed by the sale of stamp papers through bank pay orders 

Single male 
PML member 

Pending Law and order 

Maladministration and poor law and order situation prevailing in PP-
233 Burewala city due to the appointment of Mr Shahid Iqbal SHO 
resulting in a number of dacoities occurring in the area which was 
earlier considered to be quite peaceful 

Single male 
PPPP member 

Disposed 
off 

Law and order 

Recent setting up of Food Street at Fort Road/Red Light Area as a 
measure to destroy the food habits of citizens, which was established 
with huge cost but has nothing to do with the true culture of the 
traditional city which had been set up in the name of culture and had 
been adorned with traditional food, cuisines and musical instruments, 
however, its food was far from the reach of an ordinary citizen  

Single male 
PML member 

Pending Miscellaneous 

Non-inspection of boilers installed in 500 factories of provincial 
capital for the last four years due to shortage of staff in violation of 
Boliers and Pressure Vessels Ordinance, 2002 

Single female 
PML member 

Pending Miscellaneous 

Illegal allotment of highly expensive government property worth 
billions of rupees, situated at Murree Road, Rawalpindi to fake 
claimants, by C&W Department 

Single PML 
male PML 
Member 

Pending Property 

Retrieving house and chillagah of Hazrat Mian Mir Sahib (RA) at 
Sadar Bazaar, Lahore, where dozens of shops have been set up, 
after the area was illegally allotted to the occupants in 1981 in 
connivance with the corrupt employees of the Auqaf Department 

Single female 
PMLN member 
of PMLN 

Pending Property 

Collection of fines on challans and return of documents relating to 
vehicles has become much complicated and painful process due to 

Single male 
PML member 

Pending

 
Transport and 

traffic 
which general public is facing number of problems and need to be 
made fool proof and payments should be collected in the same way 
as the utility bills are collected through Mobile phones 

Non-availability of transport facility in 28 Government Colleges for 
Women, due to which 26 thousand students are facing problems 
and mental anguish 

Single female 
PML member 

Pending 
Transport and 

traffic 

Retrieval of government vehicles being used by retired police 
officials and retired judges for having close terms with the Punjab 
Government 

Single female 
PML member 

Pending 
Transport and 

traffic 
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4.0 Outputs

4.1 Legislation 

4.2 Passed Government Bills

The outputs of the assembly appear in the form of legislation and resolutions.

During the budget session, 21 government bills were on the agenda of which eight were introduced and 13 passed. Eight 
bills on the agenda related to education, more specifically the running of existing universities; three were about finance, 
revenue and tax, including the finance bill, and as many to property and land.

Thirteen government bills were passed during the session, including  the Punjab Finance Bill. Two other bills, related to 
revenue and taxation, were also passed.

Four were about education, including the Punjab Curriculum Authority Bill 2012, passed due to devolution of the subject 
of education to the provinces after the 18th amendment necessitating an overviewing authority at the provincial rather 
than the federal level.

Other passed bills were amendments and repeals of existing laws relating to law and order as well as property and land.

Sr. 
No. 

Sitting No. Passed government bills Theme 

1.  3rd The Punjab Agricultural Universities (Amendment) Bill 2012 Education 

2.  3rd The University of Health Sciences, Lahore (Amendment) Bill 2012 Education 

3.  3rd The King Edward Medical University (Amendment) Bill 2012 Education 

4.  3rd The Punjab Curriculum Authority Bill 2012 Education 

5.  3rd The Punjab Revenue Authority Bill 2012 Finance, revenue and tax 

6.  3rd The Punjab Sales Tax on Services Bill 2012  Finance, revenue and tax 

7.  3rd The Punjab Finance Bill 2012 Finance, revenue and tax 

8.  3rd The Punjab Public Defender Service Act 2007 (Repeal) Bill 2011 Law and order 

9.  13th The Punjab Animals Slaughter Control (Amendment) Bill 2012 Ostrich farming 

10.  13th 
The Evacuee Property and Displaced Persons Laws (Repeal) 
(Amendment) Bill 2011 

Property and land 

11.  13th 
The Settlement Commissioners (Validation of Orders) (Repeal) Bill 
2011 

Property and land 

12.  13th 
The Disposal of Land By Development Authorities (Regulation) 
(Amendment) Bill 2012 

Property and land 

13.  13th The Parks and Horticulture Authority Bill 2011 Public parks 

4.3 Introduced Government Bills

Eight government bills were introduced during the session, four of which related to the running and administration of 
existing universities in the province. The remaining bills were about local government, property and land, and members' 
privileges.

Sr. 
No. 

Sitting 
No. 

Introduced government bills Theme 

1.  3rd The Punjab Technology University Bill 2012  Education 

2.  3rd The Women University Multan (Amendment) Bill 2012 Education 

3.  3rd The Public Sector Universities (Amendment) Bill 2012 Education 

4.  3rd The University of Veterinary & Animal Sciences, Lahore (Amendment) Bill 2012 Education 

5.  3rd The Punjab Local Government Bill 2012 
Local 

government 

6.  13th The Provincial Assembly of the Punjab Privileges (Amendment) Bill 2012 
Members' 
privileges 

7.  13th 
The Punjab Evacuee Trust Properties (Management and Disposal) 
(Amendment) Bill 2012 

Property and 
land 

8.  13th The Punjab Housing and Town -Planning Agency (Amendment) Bill 2012 
Property and 

land 
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5.0 Order and Institutionalization

5.1 Protests/Walkouts/Boycotts

Order and institutionalization are important for an efficient and productive assembly. Order may be measured by the 
conduct of the members and optimal utilization of allocated time. Institutionalization refers to members' understanding 
and compliance with rules of procedure for parliamentary business.

Eight protests, a walkout and boycott took place during the budget session, consuming nearly an hour and a half of the 
session time. The members of the PML (opposition benches) and PPPP staged walkouts against the use of 
unparliamentary language against women legislators by a member of the PML who sits on the treasury benches. The 
members of the ruling PMLN staged a walkout and a protest against the female parliamentarian who threw a shoe at a 
male member accused of using improper language. 

Other protests and walkouts were prompted by members not being permitted to ask supplementary questions, because 
questions of privilege weren't taken up and discussion on the deaths of newborns in a fire in Services Hospital, Lahore 
was not allowed.

5.1 Questions of Privilege 

A member may, with the consent of the Speaker, raise a question involving a breach of privilege either of a member or of 
the assembly or of a committee, according to section 68, chapter X of the Rules of Procedure of the Punjab Assembly.

The members raised seven questions of personal privilege during the budget session, all related to misbehaviour of 
officials at public institutions and departments.

Sitting 
No. 

Party Reason Time 
Protest/Walkout/ 

Boycott 

3rd PML  On not being given the permission to ask supplementary questions. 5 Walkout 

4th PPPP 
They were not allowed to discuss the death of seven newborns in a fire in the 
Services Hospital in Lahore 

10 Walkout 

5th PPPP Against the death of seven newborns in a fire in the Services Hospital in Lahore 5 Protest 

6th PPPP Claiming that his question of privilege was not taken up during the last session 5 Walkout 

12th 
PPPP 
PML 

Against the attacks on houses of PPPP and PML parliamentarians 10 Walkout 

Against the use of unparliamentary language for the women legislators from the 
Opposition Benches 

10 Walkout 

13th 
PPPP 
PML 

Against the use of unparliamentary language against women legislators from 
the Opposition Benches and the decision made by the Speaker over this issue. 

15 Walkout 

14th 
PML 

Against the use of unparliamentary language against women legislators from 
the Opposition Benches 

5 Walkout 

PMLN Against the female legislator who hurled a shoe at the member of PML 5 Walkout 

15th PMLN Over the shoe-throwing incident and tussle with the Opposition Benches 15 Boycott 

Total time of protest/walkout/boycott 
One hour and 25 

minutes 

Sr. No. Sitting No. Subject matter Referred to Gender/party Status 

1. 1st Misbehaviour of police officials 
Privilege 

Committee 
Female 

member of PML 
Taken up 

2. 5th 
Misbehaviour of Mr Agha Nadeem, Additional Secretary 
Industries and Ismail Iqbal, Deputy Chief Technical  

- 
Male member 

of PPPP 
Pending 

3. 5th 
Misbehaviour of Prof Faisal Masood Principal Services 
Institute of Medical Sciences 

Privilege 
Committee 

Male member 
of PML 

Taken up 

4. 7th 
Misbehaviour of Ch. Zafar, Chief Engineer, Irrigation 
Department 

- 
Male member 

of PPPP 
Pending 

5. 8th Misbehaviour of Dr. Iqbal, ASP 
Privilege 

Committee 
Male member 

of PPPP 
Taken up 

6. 8th 
Misbehaviour of Dr. Fawad-Ul-Hassan, District 
Coordinator National Programme, Sargodha 

- 
Male member 

of PPPP 
Pending 

7. 8th Misbehaviour of SP, Jaranwala - 
Male member 

of PPPP 
Pending 
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Adjournment Motion

A motion to adjourn the business of the Assembly for the 
purpose of discussing a definite matter of recent and 
urgent public importance.

Assembly

Provincial Assembly

Chairperson

In relation to a sitting, any person who is presiding at that 
sitting.

Calling Attention Notice 

A notice by which a special question of public importance 
involving law and order may be raised.

Chair

The Presiding Officer at a meeting of the House.

Committee

A parliamentary committee constituted under Rules of 
Procedure, comprising various Members of Assembly.

Deputy Speaker

When the office of Speaker is vacant or Speaker is absent 
or is unable to perform his functions due to any cause the 
Deputy Speaker acts as the Speaker of the House.

Leader of the Opposition

"Leader of the Opposition" means a Member who, in the 
opinion of the Speaker, is the leader of the majority of 
Opposition Members for a certain time period.

Legislation

The process of crafting law.

Member 

A Member of the Assembly and for purposes of moving or 
opposing a Bill, an amendment, a motion or a Resolution, 
includes a Minister.

Minister

May refer to the Chief Minister a Provincial Minister or a 
Parliamentary Secretary in respect of any function 
delegated or entrusted to him by a Minister.

Opposition 

The party or parties who do not belong to the governing 
party.

'Orders of the Day' 

“Orders of the Day” means the list of business to be 
brought before the Assembly on any day.

Point of Order

Relates to the interpretation or enforcement of 
parliamentary rules of business or articles of the 
Constitution that regulate the business of the Assembly. 
The mover of a Point of Order raises a question which is 
within the cognizance of the Chair.

Private Member's Bill 

A proposed law introduced by a Private Member.

Proceedings 

The actions taken by the House or by a committee, the 
most important parts of the proceedings are the decisions 
that are taken.

Question Hour

A time fixed under the rules for asking and answering 
questions.

Resolution

A motion for the purpose of discussing and expressing an 
opinion on a matter of general public interest.

Starred Question

A question that requires an oral answer in addition to a 
written reply.

Glossary

We wish to extend our acknowledgment to the Punjab Assembly Website for material contributions presented in the Glossary.



About FAFEN
Free and Fair Election Network (FAFEN), established in 2006, is a coalition of 42 leading 
civil society organizations, working to strengthen all forms of democratic accountabilities in 
Pakistan. Governed by Trust for Democratic Education and Accountability (TDEA), FAFEN's 
key achievements are: 

n Observed the public display of Pakistan's draft electoral rolls and conducted the 
country's first statistically-valid voters' list audit in 2007

n Deployed more than 18,829 trained, neutral Election Day observers nationwide to 
watch the February 18, 2008 polls and 264 long-term observers to monitor the 
pre-election process

n Fielded long-term observers nationwide and published 19 pre-election reports

n For the February 18, 2008, General Elections, FAFEN conducted 260 simultaneous 
Parallel Vote Tabulations (PVTs)- the largest effort in the world

n Conducted its first survey, Constituents Aspirations Survey, in December 2008 with 
a sample size of 3,124 respondents to get the description of the state of public 
opinion and also to get a deeper understanding of the values, attitudes and beliefs 
of people living in the constituencies

n Conducted mapping of organizations working for human rights within Pakistan

n Observed general elections at Gilgit-Baltistan in 2009 and by-elections in various 
constituencies of the Punjab, Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in 2010

n Implemented a unique methodology to observe parliamentary proceedings under 
its Parliament Watch Project

n Monitors public institutions across Pakistan and issues monthly reports on the state 
and performance of educational, health and other local level institutions. In 
addition, monthly reports on prices, crimes, incidence of disease, caseload in lower 
courts and political and electoral violence are issued

FAFEN continues to implement robust programs in-between elections related to monitoring 
parliamentary affairs, connecting constituents to their elected representatives, monitoring 
the performance of public and elected institutions and advocating electoral and democratic 
reforms. FAFEN is also monitoring political and electoral violence, peace activities and 
promoting active citizenry through ongoing civic education activities across the country. 
FAFEN is currently implementing Supporting Transparency, Accountability and Electoral 
Processes in Pakistan in 200 National Assembly constituencies in 119 districts across 
Pakistan.
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FAFEN Secretariat 
224-Margalla Road, F-10/3, Islamabad

(P) 051-22 11 026
(F) 051-22 11 047

(E) secretariat@fafen.org
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